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REPORT 1286 
PROPAGATION OF A FREE FLAME IN A TURBULENT GAS STREAM
l 
By WILLIAM R. MICKELSEN and NORMAN E. ERNSTEIN 
SUMMARY 
Effective flame speeds oj jree turbulent flames were measured 
by photographic, ionization-gap, and photomultiplier-tube 
methods, and were found to have a statistical distribution 
attributed to the nature oj the turbulent field. The effective 
turbulent flame speeds jar the free flame were less than those 
premously measured jor flames stabilized on nozzle burnet's, 
Bunsen burners, and bluff bodies. The statistical spread of 
the effective turbulent flame speeds was markedly wider in the 
lean and rich fuel-air-ratio l'egions, which might be attributed 
to the greater sensitivity oj laminal' flame speed to flame temper-
ature in those l'egions. Values calculated from the tUl'bulent 
Jree-jlame-speed analysis proposed by Tucker apparently form 
upper limits for the statistical spread of free-jlame-speed data. 
Hot-wire anemometer measurements of the longitudinal velocity 
fluctuation intensity and longitudinal correlation coefficient 
were made and were employed in the comparison of data and in 
the theoretical calculation of turbulent flame speed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The high volumetric heat-release rate required in present 
and future jet-engine combustol's has placed an ever-gro,vmg 
emphasis on turbulent combustion research. The theory of 
turbulent flame propagation is as yet in a formative stage, 
partly because of the lack of reliable experimental methods 
for determining the effect of turbulence on the rate of flamc 
propagation. The purpose of this investigation was to ex-
plore a new experimental method believed to appl'oximate 
more nearly a theoretical, or ideal, flame model than previous 
methods. 
The major portion of experimental data on turbulent flame 
speeds has been taken in open flames stabilized on Bunsen 
burners (refs. 1 to 3) or on Mache type burners (refs. 4 and 5). 
A substantial amount of experimental data bas also beeo 
obtained from flames confined in a duct and stabilized on 
bluff bodies (refs. 6 to 8). Ano ther experimen tal method 
consists in measuring the speed of a flame advancull! into a 
turbulent fuel-air mixture flowing through a tube (ref. 9). 
In general, the definition of turbulent flame pccd used in 
these methods is that given in r eference 8: 
(1) 
(All symbols arc defined in appendLx A.) Equation (1) has 
been used for local measurements by the flame-front angle 
method and for over-all flame-speed measurements by the 
flame-area method. These two methods are shown in the 
followulg sketches: 
~s,.u,,". { Ao ~.~\ 
ul-a. 
f\:,.u~ 
LAa-J 
Uf 
Flame- front angle method Flame- area method 
Turbulent-flame-speed values obtained by these methods 
may be significantly affected by conditions external to the 
flame front itself, such as 
(1) Large fluctuations in instantaneous flame-front posi-
tion that introduce uncertainty in the determination of 
m('an position in long-time-exposure photograph of 
tabilized flames (ref. 10) 
(2) Existence of piloting zones at the rim of Bun en 
burners, immediately downstream of bluff bodies, or in 
the boundary layer of flame tubes, which may affect the 
burning rate of the flames ncar such zones (refs . 7 and 
10) 
(3) Large velocity differences between unburned and 
burned gas flows, which may introduce considerable 
turbul(,llce in stabilized flames (refs. 2, 6, 7, and 11) 
(4) Ourvature of unburned-gas stream lines at the flame 
front, which may introduce substantial error in flame 
speeds measmed in tabilized flames by the angle 
method (refs. 7 and 12) 
(5) Variation in local flame speeds along the flame enve-
lope, which may introduce substantial error in average 
flame speeds measured by the flame-area method 
This inve tigation was conducted to determine the effect 
of turbulence on the growth of a free flame. It was thought 
that the free flame would not be subject to the complicating 
conditions present in stabilized flame such as those listed. 
In addition, the free-flame growth could take place entirely 
in a homogeneous, i otropic, turbulent, field away from 
boundary layers and bluff-body wake, thus providing a 
mol·c Dearly fund9.m utal flame model. 
The method used in the present investigation is au exten-
sion of the "soap-bubble" technique (ref. 13) and consists 
of the observation of the growth of a free-flame globule as 
it is carried downstream in a flo'iving, turbulent, homo-
geneous mL"\':tme of gaseous fuel and air. The flame globule 
was initiated by a single spark, and its growth was recorded 
by three separate methods, high-speed motion-picture 
photography, ionization-gap probes, and photomultiplier-
tu be signals. 
1 Supersedes NACA TN 3456, "Propagation of a Free Flame in a Turbulent Oas Stream," hy WIl
liam R. Mickelsen and ~ormnn E. Ernstcin, 1955. 
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The flame-globule growth was characterized by tl,ll efl'e('-
tive turbulent flame speed BT , whieh is defined by a mass-
balance equation similar to that derived in reference 13: 
BT='l!:. dr 
Pa dt (2) 
Equation (2) can be clarified by the followi11g sketch: 
r 
x 
---u- -
,,--Actual surface area of flame 
" ,- -Surface corresponding 
, to mean radius r 
Th e rate of c.hange of the globule radills was mea ured over 
periods of time les than the characteristic time of the tur-
b1l1ence_ This me~ns Lllat, on the average, the flam e iron t 
traveled through less than one turbulent eddy duri.ng the 
time of observation. Tn the past, average tlll'bulent flame 
speeds have generally been measured from photographs 
having long exposure times compared with the characteri ti c 
time of the turbulence_ 
The experimental work was carried out in two phases. 
Thl' first phase was initiated and carried out at the NACA 
Lewis laboratory and is reported in reference 14 . (Because 
of its limi ted circulation , considerable por tions of the work 
reported in ref. 14 are included in this report .) Turbulent-
Rame-speed measurements were obtained from high-speed 
motion-picture records of the growth of the free-flame glob-
ule as it was swept downstream in an cnclosed tunnel. 
The turbulent field was introduced by means of a wire 
grid placed at the tunnel inlet some distance upstream of 
the spark-electrode position . The turbulent field was 
characterized by hot-wire-anemometer measurements. 
The effective turbulent flame speeds determined by the 
photographic method varied for runs made under identical 
fuel-air and mean stream conditions. Th e variation was 
concluded to be du e to the statis tical nature of the turbu-
lent field. Statistical analysis of groups of 30 or more runs 
made at identical fuel-air and mean stream conditions 
showed that the data for each group approximated a normal 
probability distribution. When plotted on the basis of 
cumulative probability of occurrence, the effective turbulent-
flame-speed data showed a consistent increase with increasing 
turbulence intensity. 
The second phase of the investigation was carried ou t in 
a free jet with a technique whereby the cumulative proba-
bility of occurrence of turbulent flame speed could be deter-
mined from flame groups consisting of thousands of separat.e 
flame globules . This techniqu e utilized ionization-gap 
probes and counters, which indicated directly the percent-
age of flames reaching or exceeding any given diameter at 
a series of stations downstream of the spark electrodes. 
By this method, flame speeds were measured over a range 
of fuel-air weight ratios from 0.053 to 0.090 and a range of 
mean stream velocities from 35 to 142 feet per second at 
a stream static pressure of 1 atmosphere and a st,l'eam static 
tempeJ'aLure of 85 0 F . The stream turbulence was varied 
by the use of tlll'ee inLcl'chaugeable grids, alld the param-
eter of the tW'bulence were measured with constant.-
temperature hot-wire-anemometer instrumen tation. 
The investigation was carried out at the Lewi laboratory 
as a part of the combustion research program. 
APPARATUS 
AIR-DUCTING. WIND-TUNNEL, AND AIRFLOW INSTRUMENTATION 
The air-ducting, wind-tunnel, and airflow instrumenta-
tion used in the first phase of the investigation and reported 
in reference 14 is shown in figure l(a). Alterations made to 
Lite apparatus for the second phase of the investigation arc 
shown in figure 1 (b). Tho alterations essentially converteel 
t.hr sys trm from an enclosed Lunnni t.o a free jrt.. 
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(a) Enclosed-tunnel installation. 
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FIGURE l.- Air-ducting, wind-tunnel, and mean airflow 
instrumen tat.ion . 
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Air supplied from the laboratory air facility was metered 
with a standard variable-area orifice and controlled with 
the butterfly and gate valves shown in figure 1. Static 
pressures and temperatures were measured with cOIlventional 
manometers and thermocouples. 
The ducting approach to the tunnel was designed from 
principles used in conventional low-turbulence wind tun-
nels. The transition section was followed by a honeycomb 
and turbulence-damping screen in the calming section to 
reduce the turbulence present in the air-supply flow. The 
entrance to the enclosed tunnel (or free jet) was a nozzle 
with a contraction ratio of 20, and provisions were made 
at the tunnel throat for the insertion of turbulence-producing 
grids. Three grids were used for the investigation, all hav-
ing a mesh to wire-diameter ratio of 5. The grid wire 
diameters were 0.0313, 0.063, and 0.125 inch. 
The enclosed-tunnel installation was equipped with an 
adjustable plug and nozzle by which critical flow could be 
maintained at the tunnel exit, so that the tunnel flow field 
could be isolated from pressure disturbances in the labora-
tory exhaust facility. The free-jet installation was equipped 
with an exhaust hood into which diluting room air could be 
drawn in addition to the free-jet flow. 
FUEL SYSTEM 
The propane fuel used throughout the investigation had 
the following composition by liquid volume: 
Propane, percen L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 97. 76 
Ethane, percenL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 72 
Isobutane, percenL __ ______ __ ______ __ __ __________________ 0.51 
The propane fuel system is shown in figure 2 and was iden-
tical for both the enclosed-tunnel and free-jet installations. 
Propane was supplied from a laboratory facility and metered 
with standard rotameters. Pressure, temperature, and flow 
controls are shown in figure 2. The propane was inj ected 
into the airstream through a grid having 60 equally spaced, 
0.040-inch-diameter holes. The injection grid was installed 
at a station upstream of the calming chamber as shown in 
figure 1. 
IGNITION SYSTEM 
The flame-globule ignition system consisted of a pair of 
spark electrodes protruding into the tunnel stream from 
opposing walls and an electrical energy source. The park 
electrodes used in the enclosed tunnel were carefully stream-
lined to a fineness ratio of 5 with a thickness tapering from 
0.019 inch at the tunnel center to 0.038 inch at the tunnel 
wall. The spark electrodes used in the free-jet installation 
were of circular cross section with a diameter tapering from 
0.015 inch at the stub tunnel center to 0.075 inch at the tub 
tunnel wall. The spark-gap pacing was 0.015 and 0.030 
inch for the enclosed-tunnel and free-j et in tallations, re-
spectively. The spark-electrode po itions for the two 
installations are shown in figure l. 
The spark-energy source was of the capacitive typ' and 
produced single sparks synchronized with the camera opera-
tion in the enclosed-tunnel installation or successive sparks 
at the rate of 3 per second in the free-jet installation. The 
spark energy could be vari ed by changing capacitors. 
Propane injection gr id-; ~-1.25-ln. pipe manifold 
/---~ 
r--L----..../ Il-,.., C---=:J II '~ L.d----=--',,--__ .../' ".--J 
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Shutoff 
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Cold 
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t 
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FIGURE 2.-Fuel system. 
FLOW-FIELD INSTRUMENTATIO 
In general, the flow-field instrumentation was adaptable 
to point measurements in either the enclosed-tunnel or free-
jet tI·eams. Mean-stream-velocity mea urements were 
made with a conventional pitot-statie probe and miCl'oma-
nometer. Fuel-air ratio was measured directly by a mixture 
analyzer. Stream sample were drawn through a harp-edged 
0.125-inch-inside-diameter sampling probe to the analyzer, 
which indicated fuel-air ratio directly by the thermal-
conductivity-bridge method. 
Turbulence measurements were made with constant-
temperature hot-wire-anemometer equipment, which is 
described in appendix B. ound pressure levels were mea -
ured with a conventional microphone and a sound-pressure-
level meter, also described in appendix B. 
FREE-FLAME-GROWTH MEASUREMENT 
Photographic instrumentation.- The growth of the free-
flame globule was recorded photographically in the enclosed-
tunnel installation with the optical s stem shown in figure 3. 
The photographic records were taken with a 16-millimeter 
Fastax camera operated at approximately 3600 frame per 
econd and located at the end point of the parallel-beam 
schlieren sy tern. The enclosed-tunnel windows were 
striation-free plate glass. The light source was a mercury-
vapor BH-6 lamp operated with a high-voltage direct-
current power supply. 
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FWURE 3.- Photographic instrumentation for measurement of frcc-
flame growth in enclosed-tunnel install ation. 
Ionization-gap instrumentation.- The growth of the free-
Harne globule was measured in the free-j et installation with 
an ionization-gap probe, a photomultiplier flame sensing 
unit, and two flame counter. The physical orientation of 
these instrumentation components is shown in figures 4(a) 
and (b). The photomultiplier ullit and its accompanying 
flame counter recorded the total Humber of flames that 
occurred during any particular run. The ionization-gap 
probe and its accompanying flame counter recorded the 
number of flames that grew to a radius of r or greater at the 
a»-1al station x during any particular run. 
The photomultiplier unit consisted of a 931A photo-
multiplier vacuum tube with a fixed-plate voltage supply. 
The ionization-gap probe is shown in detail in figures 4(c) 
and (d). The brass fairing along the probe tip prevented 
Exha ust hood 
Spark electrode J' 
(0) 
(a) Over-all view of installation. 
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. '; electrodes 
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fairing-;-. 
Spark- energy 
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and 
timing motor 
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motor 
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~ 
: Ionization-gap 
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12.2" 
~ - Replaceable 
grid assembly 
Np 
Flame 
counter 
(b) 
Ionization-
gop 
voltage 
source 
(b) Instrumentation. 
INCHES 
012 
I 
(c) 
t------- 3" ------i 
Nt 
Flame 
counter 
C-37297 
(z:~··. :b~~~~iiI ,r- Magnesia in : swaged probe 
<~O.0313" Incanel wire ~- O. 250'~Outside-diam . Inconel tubing 
(d) 
(c) Ionization-gap probe. 
(d) Construction details of ionization-gap probe. 
FIGURE 4.-Ionization-gap instrumentation for measurement of free-flame growth in free-jet installation. 
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flame seating on the probe both by flame quenching and by 
elimination of the recirculation zone. Because of the con-
voluted form of each flame globule, the voltage signal from 
the ionization gap usually contained multiple peaks, which 
caused spurious counts in the flame counter. In order to 
smooth these peaks, resistors, capacitors, and diodes were 
included in the 360-volt direct-current battery circuit for 
the ionization gap. 
In order to prevent spurious counts arising from small 
fluctuations in the voltage signal from both the photomulti-
plier unit and the ionization-gap probe, a long time constant 
was included in the flame-counter design. These flame 
counters employed thyratron-controlled relays and solenoids 
which actuated a mechanical counter. 
Photomultiplier instrumentation.-Simultaneous measure-
ments of the spark light intensity and ensuing free-flame-
globule growth were ma~e in the free-jet installation with 
the photomultiplier instrumentation shown in figure 5. The 
photomultiplier unit consisted of a 93lA photomultiplier 
tube with an adj us table-plate voltage supply. Light emitted 
from the spark and ensuing flame passed through the narrow 
slit to the photomultiplier unit. The voltage signal from 
the photomultiplier unit was recorded on 35-millimeter film 
from an oscilloscope trace. The photomultiplier instrumen-
tation and the assumption required to relate output voltage 
to flame speed are discussed in appendix C. 
PROCEDURE 
The test schedule was as follows: 
Grid, in. Stream 
velocity, Propane·air 
I 
U, weigh t ratio 
Wire Mesh ftjsec 
diam. 
Free jet 
0.125 0. 625 35 to 105 0.07 
.125 . 625 70 .056 to .000 
. 063 .313 70 .058 to . 084 
. 0313 .156 70 .053 to. 084 
Enclosed tunnel 
0.125 I 0.625 \ 35 to 140 \ 0.045 (appro~.) I 
ENCLOSED·TUNNEL INSTALLATION 
Distance 
downstream 
of grid, 
x, in. 
15.2 to 16. 2 
15. 2 to 16.2 
15. 2 to 16. 2 
15.2 to 16.2 
6.3 to 15.3 
Room air was supplied to the enclosed tunnel and ex-
hausted at critical flow through an exit choke by means of 
the altitude exhaust facility. Tunnel static pressures and 
temperatures were measured by manometers and thermo-
couple rakes as shown in figure 1 Ca). Fuel was injected into 
the airstream and metered through a standard rotameter, 
after which dilution air was admitted downstream of the 
choke. The tunnel stream velocity was then measured with 
a Pitot-static probe and micromanometer. 
The sequential schlieren photographs of the propagation 
of the free-flame globule in the fu el-air mixture were obtained 
by actuating a single switch which synchronized the following 
operations: fuel shutoff (producing a semi-infinite fuel slug), 
Spark 
electrodes ~ 
0.0.313" Slit--
~------ 48"--------1 
r Photomulliplier unit 
" J 
J 
I 22"---; Exhaust hood~ 
~--------------------------------~ p 
Record ing 
.----i 0 sci lIoscope 
Spork electrodes-' 
Stub tunne I -' 
Grid - - _;,.;~_ ~=~~ 
Nozzle - -
FIGURE 5.-Photomultiplier instrumentation for simultaneous meas-
urement of free-flame growth and spark light intensity. 
camera start, ignition by a single spark, and camera stop 
after an appropriate interval. 
FREE·JET INSTALLATION 
An exhaust airflow rate of approximately 500 pounds per 
minute was initiated, and dilution air was admitted to the 
hood. Laboratory pressurized air and propane were ad-
mitted into the stub tunnel, after which the fuel-air ratio 
was adjusted to the desired value by means of a probe and 
the' NACA mixture analyzer; the stream velocity was 
determined from Pitot-tube measurements. 
The ionization-gap probe was positioned at a station x 
downstream of the spark electrodes and at a radial distance r 
from the tunnel centerline. A series of flame globules was 
initiated by the ignition system, firing at the rate of 3 
spark per econd. The number of flame globul s N p 
intercepting the ionization-gap probe and the total number of 
flame globules ignited Nt were read from instrumentation 
shown in figure 4 (b). 
FLOW-FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
In order to check the uniformity of the flow field, velocity 
profiles were measured in both the enclosed-tunnel and 
free-jet installations. The mean stream velocity for both 
installations was essentially constant over the core of 
interest, as shown by figure 6. Similar measurements were 
made to check the uniformity of the propane-air ratio in 
both installation. The propane-air ratio was found to be 
'onstaut over the major portion of the enclosed-tunnel flow 
field, and typical profile measured in the free-jet installatioll 
are shown in figure 7. 
In order to establish the characteristics of the turbulent 
field, extensive measurements of the turbulence intensity 
#, the spectrum function Ji', and the correlation coefficient 
j were made in both the enclosed-tunnel and the free-j et 
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installations. The defini tions of these quantities and the 
instrumentation used to measure them are discussed III 
appendix B. 
ENCLOSED·TUNNEL TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS 
Longitudinal turbulence intensity measurements made in 
the enclosed-tunnel installation are shown in figure 8. The 
data shown in the figure agIee well with the von Karman 
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data quoted in reference 15 and show a substantial decrease 
in tmbulence intensity from the electrode position (x/d=50) 
to the end of the flame-growth observation field (x/d= 122). 
Longitudinal in tensity profiles measured in the tunnel 
centerplane perpendicular to the observation plane were 
essentially flat over the core of interest. Tmbulent energy 
spectra were measured in the enclosed-tunnel installation as 
described in appendix B. The scale of tmbulence was 
estimated by comparison of experimental data with a grid 
of spectrum density curves based on an exponential form of 
the longitudinal correlation coefficient j =exp CULt). A 
typical measured spectrum is shown in figure 9, and the 
estimated turbulence scales are listed in table I. 
FREE·JET TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS 
Conversion of the enclosed tunnel to a free jet resulted in 
an intense sound field originating in the dilution air and 
exhaust hood and piping. As described in reference 16, 
velocity fluctuations associated with sound waves contribute 
to the hot-wire-anemometer meaSlU'ements through t.he 
r ela tion 
(3) 
with the assumption that no correlation exists between the 
turbulence and sound velocity fluctuations. In order to 
determine the applicability of equation (3) in the free jet, 
longitudinal velocity fluctuation intensities were measmed 
both with and without the intense sound field. These meas-
urements are shown in figure 10 for each of the three turbu-
lence grids used in the investigation. The velocity fluctua-
tion intensi ty was definitely increased with the presence of 
the sOllnd field for each of the three tmbulence-generating 
grids. 
The sound pressme level in tht3 free jet was measmed with 
the instrumenta tion described in appendLx B and was fOllnd 
to be 136 decibels, which corresponds to a sound velocity 
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fluctuation ..ju~ of 0.96 foot per second. Values of the sound 
velocity fluctuation .f:i: were also calculated from the data 
of figme 10 by the use of equation (3). These values of ~ 
are compared in table II with the value of ..jUf corresponding 
to the sound pressure level of 136 decibels; good agreement 
is shown in every case. 
The kinetic-energy spectrum of the sound field alone is 
shown in fig me 11; it has a generally continuous form with 
peaks, or periodicities, at 57, 110, 140, 170, 230 to 285, 600 
to 870, 1050, 1500, 2400, 3000, 4000 to 5600, and 7000 to 
9000 cycles per second. P eriodicities observed in the sound 
spectrum were generally found again in the longitudinal 
velocity fluctuation energy spectra measmed in the free-jet 
installation, as shown by the typical spectrum in figure 12. 
Longitudinal double-velocity correlation coefficients .f 
measmed in the free-j et installation are shown in figure 13 
for each of the three tmbulence-producing grids. The irregu-
lar form of the correlation-coefficient curves is attributed to 
the periodic nature of a considerable portion of the velocity 
fluctuations. The correlation coefficien ts were measured by 
the special methods described in appendix B and are defin ed 
by the r ela tion 
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where the symbols are defined by the following vector 
diagram: 
U 
Uo U. 
----+ ~--I 
The longi tudinal t urbulence scale is usually defined by the 
relation 
(5) 
Because of the periodic nature of the combined turbulence 
and ound fields, the longitudinal correlation coefficien t did 
not approach zero within the range of measurement. There-
fore, equation (5) could not be used to define the turbulence 
scale. Since the growth of the flame globule was observed 
over times comparable with ~ of 0.1 inch, only the first 
portion of the correlation curves shown in figure 13 were 
considered relevan t to the experiment. As a part of the 
calculations involved in the curlock-Grover analysis, values 
of the la teral scale of turbulence L g were calculated as. 
de cribed in appendix D. These calculated values of Lg are 
lis ted in the table in the RESULTS section. 
DETERMINATION OF FLAME SPEED 
FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The relation between flame speed and free-flame-globule 
expansion rate is derived in reference 13 for a constant-
pressure laminar free flame propagating in a quiescent fuel-
air mixture. This relation was obtained by equating the 
mass flow of the unburned gases entering a flame front of 
infinitesimal thickness to the mass flow of the burned gase 
leaving the flame front. In a physical sense, quation (2) 
accounts for both the flame-front motion due to flame propa-
gation and the motion due to thermal expansion of the burned 
gases. The following modification of this equation to account 
for a finite flame-tront thickness 0 i presented in r efer ence 14 : 
8 T=PP ~!.(r-o/2)2 
Pa dt r+o/2 (6) 
For this investigation, th e thickness of the flame front was 
considered negligible compared with th e radiu r so that 
equation (2) was used to analyze the data. The values of 
Pa, computed from Ra and Ta, were obtained from measure-
ments of tunnel approach-stream flow. The values of 
PP, computed from Rp and Tp for each fuel-air ratio, were 
taken from references 17 and 18, respectively . Th value 
of Pp/ Pa varied from 0.12 to 0.14 in the pre ent investigation. 
A number of assumptions are necessary to the definition 
of effective turbulent flame speed as given by equation (2). 
The definition requires that-
(1) The free-flame globule grow uniformly in all radial 
directions 
(2) The combustion proceed in a constant-pressure field 
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(3) The flame globule be swept downstream at the stream 
velocity 
(4) No circumferential flow eA~st about the flame globule 
(5) Variations in spark energy not affect the globule 
propagation rate 
The validi ty of the assumptions was established by special 
tests described later in this section. 
PHOTOGRAPlllC METHOD 
Photographic data obtained in the enclosed tunnel were 
analyzed by projecting the 16-millimeter motion-picture 
film r ecord of each flame-globule expansion onto a film 
VIewer. A typical photographic record is shown in figure 
14(a). The outline of each globule was traced in order 
to permit planimetering its area and calculating a mean 
radius. The mean radius wa plotted against time for each 
flame globule of the sequence, as shown in figure 14 (b) . 
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The slope of a straight line faired through such a series 'Of 
experimen tal points is dr/dt. The effective turbulent flame 
speed was then calculated by multiplying dr/dt by the expan-
sion factor Pp/ Pa, as shown in equation (2). 
From sets of 30 or more flame speeds obtained in this 
mann er for identical fuel-air flow conditions, the cumulative 
probability of occurrence of flames having these flame speeds 
was calculated . In order to illustrate the statistical nature of 
these data, the turbulent flame speeds of a typical set of data 
have been plotted against cumulative probability of occur-
r ence in figure 14(c). Each datum point represents the 
efrective flame speed of a single free flame. Cumulative 
probability of occurrence is defined as the percentage of 
flames having flame speeds greater than a given value. 
IONIZATION-GAP METHOD 
In order to obtain a set of turbulen t flame speeds for a 
particular condition of turbulent approach-stream intensity 
and fu el-air ratio in the free-j et installation , the ionization-
gap probe was positioned consecutively at two stations 
X= 15.2 and 16.2 inches, as ou tlined diagrammatically in 
figure 15. For each chosen position r, at least 1000 flames 
N t were ignited. The ionization-gap counter recorded t he 
number of flames N p in tercepting the probe. The ratio 
N p/N t was the cumulative probability of a flame globule 
having a radius at least as great as that indicated by the 
probe set ting r. The ratio Np/N t was then plo t ted on prob-
ability coordinates against r and a curve was fair-ed through 
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(a) Fuel-air ratio, 0.056; mean stream velocity, 68.3 feet per second. 
each of the two sets of data as shown in figure 16. The 
difference I1r was obtained from the curves for the cumu-
lative probabilities of 2, 20, 50, 80, and 98 percent. Equa-
tion (2 ) was then employed to determine the flame speeds 
cOl'l'esponding to the five probability percen tages. 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER METHOD 
The photomultiplier m ethod was used to obtain values 
proportional to the effective flame speed. The m ethod 
essentially consists of m easuring the free-flame-globule 
growth rate along the a:hrial diameter of the globule. The 
method is described in the APPARATUS section and in 
appendix C. The inst rumentation is shown in figure 5. 
VERIFICATION OF EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
The discussion of equation (2) in a preceding section in-
cludes a number of assumptions necessary to the derivation 
of the equation. Since equation (2) essentially expresses 
the experimental method used in the investigation, the 
assumptions were verified b y tes ts that are described in 
the following paragraphs. 
Uniformity of globule growth.- Pho tographic data of the 
fl ::tme-globule growth in the enclosed tunnel were analyzed 
to determine whether the globules h ad preferential growth 
directions. This analysis Wt1,S made by m easuring globule 
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diameters (see fig. 17) at four angles of rotation from the 
tunnel axis. While each globule had different growth 
rates along the four diameters, no consistent relation be-
tween growth rate and direction was found. This obser-
vation supports the use of a mean radius in the photographic 
method of flame-speed measurement, the use of a single 
radial direction in the. ionization-gap method, and the use 
of a single diameter in the photomultiplier method of flame-
growth observation. 
Pressure pulsations.- In order to determine whether the 
fluctuations in flame-globule-growth rates, illustrated by 
figure 14(b), were due to pressure fluctuations in the en-
closed tunnel, data as shown in figure 17 were inspected for 
possible phase relations between the fluctuations in growth 
rate along the four diametral directions. Since no frequ ency-
phase relation was found from these data, it was concluded 
that pressure fluctuations were not responsible for the 
fluctuations in globule-growth rate. Additional measure-
ments with a wall-mounted pressure pickup indicated the 
absence of significant pressure pulsations in the enclosed 
tunnel. 
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Axial velocity of flame globule.- The effect of buoyancy 
of the hot flame globule on its axial velocity was determined 
by measuring the distance from the spark electrodes to the 
globule center on each frame of photographic sequences 
such as shown in figure 14(0) . The axial velocities calcu-
lated from such measurements agreed closely in all cases 
with the measured stream velocity, which indicated that 
the buoyancy effect was negligible. 
Unburned-gas motion.- As shown by equation (2), the 
rate of thermal expansion of the flame globule is from 7 to 
times as great as the effective turbulent flame peed . 
In order to determine whether the unburned-gas motion 
caused by this thermal expansion was purely radial (from 
the globule center) , simultaneous oscillograph record were 
made in the free-j et installation with the ionization-gap 
probe and a shielded hot-wire-anemometer probe as shown 
by the typical oscillograph and probe position diagram in 
figure 18. The ioniza tion-gap t race indicated the flame-
globule passage, and the anemometer trace was propor-
tional to the instantaneous stream velocity . Inspection of 
60 such records indicated no axial change in mean stream 
velocity and therefore no circumferential flow of unburned 
gases about the sphere. The marked decrease in amplitude 
of velocity fluctuations at the time of flame-globule po, sage 
is interpreted as being due to the radial translation of the 
free-jet stream core by the thermal expansion of the flame 
globule. 
Effect of spark energy.- In order to determine the cffect 
ot spark energy on the flame-globule growth, two series of 
!'lIDS were m'1de in the free-jet installation under identical 
stream and fu el conditions but with spark source energies 
differing by a factor of 2.5. As shown in figure 19, cumu-
lative probabilities of flame-globule sizes were measured at 
a series of axial positions with the ionization-gap in trumen-
tation for the two spark source capacitors of 0.0004 and 
0.0010 microfarads. The data of figure 19 show an increase 
in ini tial flame-globule size, bu t no change in turbulent 
flame speed betN{een the axial positions x=15.2 and 16.2 
inches. 
Effect of spark light intensity.- Additional information on 
the relation between the spark characteristics and the flame-
globule growth was obtained with the photomul tiplier in-
lonization-
gop 
I" probe_-~ 
---
¥" -,:=0];' -.. It;~ 
Spark 1'.0 I probe electrode~ 
~ Am~ ",-_~ 
Ionizat IOn-gop trace 
Time ---
FIGURE l8.-Typica l 0 ci llograph of ioni zation-gap and hot- \\'ire 
ignal. in free-jet. tream at time of flam e-globule passage. Grid : 
0.125-inch-diameter wire, 0.625-inch me h ; tream velocity, 70 feet 
per econd ; ~tatic pressure, 29 inches of mercury ab olute; tempera-
ture, 80° F. 
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s.trumentation shown in figure 5. With this instrumentation, 
oscillographs were obtained in a free-jet installation show-
ing spark light intensity and flame light intensity as a 
function of time for 151 consecutive flame globules at con-
stant mean stream and fuel condi tions. T ypical oscillo-
graphs obtained by this method are shown in figure 20. 
As shown in appendix 0, the portion of the trace due to 
the spark light intensity was proportional to spark current, 
and statistical analysis of the magnitudes of the peak spark 
light intensity indicated that this parameter approximated 
a normal probability distribution. The flame speed of the 
globule was taken as proportional to the slope of the portion 
of the oscillograph trace due to flame light intensity, as 
discussed in appendix O. 
The group of 151 consecutive runs is shown in figUl·e 21, 
in which peak spark light intensity is plo tted against flame 
speed for each particular flame globule. The statistical cor-
relation coefficient for this data was determined with P ear-
son's product moment formula (ref. 19) and was found to 
have an absolute value of 10.17 1 for a possible range of zero 
to / 1.0 /. The low value of the statistical correlation coeffi-
cient is interpreted to indicate that variations in spark 
current had no effect on tUl"bulent flame speed. 
Additional verification of statistical variation of turbulent 
flame propagation.-The cumulative probability of occur-
rence of slopes measUl"ed from the series of 151 photo-
I I I I 
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FIGURE 19.- Etfect of spark source energy on flame-globule growth. 
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multiplier oscillographs is shown in figure 22. The statis-
tical distribution of flame speeds measured by this method 
is interpreted as additional proof of the randomness of the 
phenomena. 
Validity of common-origin assumption.- The ionizat ion-
gap method, described earlier in this section, assumes tha t 
all flame globules have a common origin poin t, as shown ill 
figure 15. In order to determine the error introduced by 
tIllS assumption I "origin points" were measured from the 
series of 151 photomultiplier traces by extrapola ting the 
slope of the flame light intensity trace to the time axis, as 
shown in figure 20. The origin points showed a statistical 
devia tion in position, and the theoretical error introduced 
into flame speeds determined by the ionization-gap method 
?:-
.~ 
~ 
.!: 
g 
Flame-growth coMey \k-, 
Spark electrades- - -0 l~ 
' Photomultiplier 
. probe 
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(; Peak of spark .: to two ax ial positions 1:~5 : used in ionization-gop 
""0= light intensit¥, ~: method of flame-
1 ~~ I 1 I speed determinet i on 
~ occurrence~, , ',-Origin point O~----------------------------~ L~~ ____ _ Proport ional to time - - I 
F IGUR E 20.- T ypical 0 cillograph of photomult ipl ier probe t race 
depicting park occurrence and growth of flame glob ule in free-jet 
tream . 
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was calculated to be ± 2.5 percent or less, within one standard 
deviati.on of origin po itions. The error in flame speed due 
to shift in origin point is small compared wi. th the deviations 
in flame speed actually measured by the photographic 
(fig. 14(c)), the ionization-gap, and the photomul tiplier-tube 
methods (fig. 22). 
P RECI SION OF DA T A 
Ionization-gap measurements.-Each datum point plotted 
as cumulative probabili ty against flame radius, such as shown 
in figure 16, represents information from at least 1000 fl am es. 
As shown in reference 20, samples consisting of 1000 fl ames 
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FIG U RE 22.-Statistical variation of flam e ~peed as determined from 
photomultiplier oscillograms. 
would have the following accuracy in the cumulative prob-
ability value: 
Cumulative Possible 
probahility, error, 
percent percent 
50 
20 
±5 
±7 
±29 
The possible errors listed correspond to 1.28 standard devia-
tions of the error distribution and therefore should hold 80 
percent of the time. The general consistency of the data 
throughout the lower probability region such as shown in 
figure 16 seems to justify greater confidence in the low 
cumulative probability range than that shown in the preced-
ing table. 
The reliabili ty of the curves faired through the plotted 
experimental data, such as presented in figure 16, may be 
estimated from the deviation of data points from the fitted 
curves. 
The greatest divergence was found in results for the 0. 125-
inch-diameter wire. For the 98-percent probability level, 
the maximum data scatter from a faired curve was 20 per-
cent; for the 50-percent level, 7.8 percent; and for the 2-
percent level, 3 percent. The maximum scatter for the 
0.063-inch-diameter wire was 5.3 percent at 98-percent 
probability, and for the 0.0313-inch-diameter wire, it was 13 
percent at the 98-percent level. 
As discussed earlier in this section, the value of fl ame 
temperature used in the equation for t W'bulen t flame speed 
was a calculated theoretical value. It may be of interest to 
note that flame temperature has a much greater effect on the 
laminar flame speed than 00 the calculation leading to 
effective turbulent flame speed. As shown by reference 
21 , a decrease of theoretical adiabatic flame temperature from 
4000 0 to 39000 R would result in a laminar flame speed 
decrease of 43 percent. In contra t, this change in fl ame 
temperatw'e woul d cause only a 2.5-pel'cent decrease in t he 
turbulent. flame speed calculated from equation (2). I t 
appears, then, for the purpose of this investigatio n, that t.he 
effect of a small error in actual flame temperatW'e is neg-
ligible in calculating the density ratio. 
Other so urces of inaccuracy may be found in t he instru-
mentation and eq uipment. The positioni ng of the ionization-
gap probe involved an eITor not exceeding 0.5 percen t. 
MeasW'ement of the fuel -air ratio was accw'ate within 2 
percent. F low measurements were mad e with a pr ecision 
of 3 percent. For the measW'ements characterizing t.he 
tW'bulence parameters, an estimated value of ± 5 percent is 
suggested for the probable limit of errol'. 
Photomultiplier method.- A treatment of the SOlU'ces of 
error present in flame-speed measurement by the photo-
multiplier method is presented in appendix O. 
Photographic method.- In addition to the errors in tro-
duced by the equipment and instru~entation, SOlU'ces of 
error peculiar to the photographic method must be on-
sidered. Such factors as adjustment of the proj ected image 
to one-to-one correspondence, timing, optical resolution, and 
___ I 
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scale factor are all considered significant and have been 
thoroughly treated in reference 22, which assigns a relative 
maximum error of 10 percent to the photographic-reduction 
technique. 
RESULTS 
Effective turbulent flame speeds were measured in t.he 
enclosed-tunnel and free-jet installations over a range of 
propane-air and turbulence conditions as shown in the 
following table: 
Grid , In. Longitudinal 
Stream velocity Lateral Propane·air D istance 
Diam. 1 Mesh 
Yeloclty, fluctuation turbulence downstream 
U, ft/sec intensity, scale, L" in. weight ratio of grid , x, in . 
..;;=., ft/sec 
Free jet 
0.125 0.625 35 to 105 1.18 to 2. 60 0.0645 0.07 15.2 to 16.2 
.125 .625 70 1. 69 .0645 .056 to .09 15.2 to 16.2 
.063 . 313 70 1. 34 .0587 . 058 to . 084 15.2 to 16.2 
.0313 . 156 70 1.17 . 0437 .053to .084 15. 2 to 16. 2 
Enclosed tunnr\ 
O. 125 1 0. 625 35 to 140 0.81 to 3.51 1 0.0 to 0.13 1 0. 045 6.3 to I5. 3 (ap prox.) 
The lateral turbulence scales Lg for the enclosed tunnel 
were obtained from the values of L, shown in table I by 
using equation (Blc) of appendix B. The values of Lg for 
the free jet were obtained by fitting an exponential curve 
to the lateral correlation coefficient g as described in ap-
pendix D. Both methods for evaluation of Lg are based 
on the assumption of isotropy, which was not proven because 
of the lack of turbulence measurements in the lateral 
direction. 
The effective turbulent flame speeds, plotted in figure 
23 , were measured in the free-jet installation at a fixed 
propane-air ratio of 0.07 over a range of mean stre9.m 
velocities with the 0.125-inch wire diameter by 0.625-incb 
mesh turbulence-generating grid. The aata are plotted a 
a function of longitudinal velocity fluctuation intensity 
u2 with cumulative probability as a parameter. Since 
turbulence measurements were made at only one stream 
velocity, and since the sound pressure level was inde-
TABLE I.-SUl\IMARY OF LO GITUDI AL TURBULEX CE 
SCALES 
[Estimated from longitudinal energy spectra in enclosed-tunnel illstallation. Mean stream 
velocity, 50 rtlsec; static pressure, 26 in. H g abs; static temperature, 540· R. Comparati\'e 
values calculated through the isotropic turbulencc relation L I=2L, from latcl'Sl scale of turbu-
lence data reported in ref. 15 .J 
Distance down-
Longitudinal scale of 
turbulence, L" in. 
stream of grid, 
x, in. 
ReL15 Present In-
vesti~atjon 
-------
6.3 0. 16 
9.3 .21 
12. 3 .25 0. 17 
15.3 .25 . 21 
pendent of stream velocity, the data of table II and the 
following equation were employed to calculate the longi-
tudinal velocity fluctuation intensity: 
(7) 
The turbulence mtensity ( u~/ U) was assumed constant 
throughout the range of stream velocity U (see ref. 15), 
and u i corresponded to the measured sound pressure level of 
136 decibels. 
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FIGURE 23.-Turbulen t flame peed as '" function of longitudina l ve-
locity fluctuation inten ity with cumulat ive probability of occur-
rence as a parameter. Propane-air weight ratio, 0.070 ; t ream tatic 
temperature, 545 0 R ; static pre ure, 29.3 inches of mercury ab 0-
lute ; grid: 0.125-inch-diameter wire, 0.625-inch mesh; free-jet 
in tallation. 
TABLE n.-COMPARISON OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATIO S IN TURBULENT TREAM 
WITH A D WITHOUT INTE SE SOUND FIELD 
[Velocity fluctuations measured along duct axis. Measured value of sound pressure level, 136 db; stream '-eloeity, 68.5 ft/sec.J 
Orld, In. Stream velocity fluctuations, Calculated values of sound Measured values of 
Distance Itlsec field sound field 
downstream 
! 
of turbulence· 
producing With sound Without sound ~ .p-~ Sound pres- ~ Sound Diam . Mesh grid, x, in. Held,.p Held, .-tJ. sure level, pressure ·t=;t/sec db ft /sec level, db 
0. 125 0.625 3 1.81 1.40 1.15 137. 5 0. 96 136 
4 1. 75 1.32 I. 15 137. 5 . 96 136 
0.063 0.313 3 1.32 0.926 0.94 135. 5 0.96 136 
4 1. 41 .892 1.10 137.0 .96 136 
I 
0.0313 0.156 3 1.12 0. 688 0. 89 135.0 0.96 136 
4 1.22 .619 1. 05 136.5 .96 136 
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FIGURE 24.- Turbulent flam e speed as a function of turb ulence in-
tensity. Propane-ai r weight ratio, approximately 0.045; . tream 
temperature, 5400 R ; static pressure, 26 inches of merCUf .V absolu te; 
enclo ed-tunn el installation; grid: 0. 125-inch-di ameter wire, 0.625-
in ch mesh. 
Effective turbulen t fla.me speeds measured in the enclosed-
tunnel installation at a fixed propane-air ratio of approxi-
mately 0.045 are plotted in figure 24 as a function of t.he 
longitudinal velocity fluctuation in tensity.f:lJ. wi th cumu-
lative probability as a parameter. The data show a con-
sistent increase of effective turbulen t flame speed with 
velocity fluctuation intensity. T hese data were ob tained 
downstream of the 0.125-inch-diameter-wire by 0.625-inch-
mesh grid over a range of strea m velocities from 30 to 140 
feet per second. As shown by the data of figure 8, the 
decay of th e turbulence in tensity was qui te severe over the 
range of interest (x /d=50 to 122). A turbulence in tensity 
of (-:::if./U) = 0.027 was taken as a representative value and 
assumed constant to obtain values of .w over the stream-
veloci ty range. 
The effects of propane-air ratio and turbul ence scale on 
the propagation rate of the free flame were investigated in 
the free-jet installation by measuring the turbulen t flame 
speed downstream of the three turbulence-generating grids 
over a range of propane-air ratio from 0.053 to 0.090. (The 
variations in turbulence scale are listed in the table at the 
beginning of this section.) These da ta are sho'wn in figure 
25 along with a da hed line represen ting la minar fl ame-speed 
data reported in reference 21. Turbulen t fl ame speeds 
from the enclosed tunnel are included in figure 25(a) and 
were evaluated by interpolating the data of figure 24 at a 
velocity fluctuation intensity equal to th a t of the free-jet 
data in figure 25 (a) . 
(a) Grid : 0. 125-inch-d ia meter wire, 0.625-inch mesh. 
(b) Grid: 0.063-inch-d ia meter wire, 0.313-inch mesh. 
(c) Grid: 0.0313-inch-diameter wire, 0.156-inch mesh . 
FIGURE 25.- Turbulent flame speed a function of fuel-a ir ratio with 
cumulative probabili ty of occurrence a parameter. Mean stream 
Yelocity, 70 feet per second; st.ream static pressure, 1 atmosphere; 
static temperature, 85 0 F. 
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DISCUSSION 
MEASUREMENTS OF PRESENT INVESTIG ATION 
A discussion of the effect of turbulence on flame propaga-
tion is generally conceded to re t on the principles of turbu-
lent motion set forth by Taylor in reference 23. These 
principles are snmmarized in the equation r elating the mean 
displacement X of a fluid particle from its original po ition 
to two parameters of the turbulen t field: 
D=!:... dX
2 
=u2 (' Pldt (8) 
2 dt Jo 
where D is the tu rbulent diffusion coefficient in the x-
direction , X is Lhe particle di placement in the x-direction, and 
f?A is the Lagrangian double-velocity correlation coefficient 
defined by the relation 
(9) 
I t is of particular importance to note that the turbulence 
parameters in equation (8) are both mean values, and that. 
instantaneous, local particle displacements depend on the 
statistical deviations about those mean value. It is sug-
gested that the fluid par ticle displacements have a ta is tical 
distribution about the mean much the same as the stati tical 
variation of velocity fluc tuation in the turbulence. uch 
variations in particle displacements would be particularly 
noticeable when observed over times less than the char-
acteristic time of the turbulence, as i the ell. e in the pre ent 
investigation. 
A statistical variation in the particle displacement X 
would probably cau e variaLion in the speed of flam where 
flame wrinlding was controlling; a statistical distribu tion of 
tlte turbulent diffusion coefficient D would also probably 
cause variations in the flame peed where the diffusion proce 
affects turbulent flame propa.gation. A a con equence of 
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this stati tical distribution of turbulence velocity alld co r-
relation coefficien ts, particular free flame might encounter 
conditions especially favorable and therefore have high 
propagation rates, while others might be subjected to condi-
t ions that would reduce their rate of growth. This pictu I'e 
of statistical variation is consistent with the data of the 
present investigation shown in figure 23 to 25 and also agree 
with observations of tabil ized flames that show a wide 
brush of Harne fronts. 
The effect of flame temperature on laminar flame speed has 
been reported in references 21 and 24, wherein it is shown 
that small changes in flame temperature result in large 
changes in laminar flame speed. In particular, reference 24 
shows that thi dependence of laminar flame speed on flame 
temperature is of grea er magnitude in the lean and rich 
regions. The lower portions of the flame-speed probabili ty 
band in figure 25 generally show decreases in the ratio of the 
turbulent to the laminar flame speed ST/SL in the lean and 
rich fuel-air regions. This decrease is cOllsisten t with the 
effecL of flame temperature if the lower portioll of the proba-
bility band i considered to repre ent flames that have en-
countered turbulent condition ufficiently violent to de-
crea e t he flame temperatw·e by diffusive action. 
ompari on of figure 25(a), (b), and (c) show that 
o-reater portion of the flame- peed band fall below the 
laminar flame speed a the grid ize become maIler. As 
o .4 
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FIGURE 26.-Comparison of turblilellt-fiame-speed data wi th tho ' e of other investigations. 
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shown b~' figure 13, decrea es in thE' grid size reduce the 
mean turbulent eddy size. Since the effect of t he turbulence 
i thought to be increasingly diffus ive in character as the tur-
buh'nce scale decrea es, this trend migh t be due to an in-
crra ing proportion of flames having temperatures less than 
thr adiabatic value as the turbulence scale becomes smaller. 
COMPARISON WITH D ATA F ROM OTHER INV ESTI GATIONS 
A comparison of thr data of the prese nt in vestigation with 
those of references 4, 8, 9, ano 22 is presen ted in figure 26. 
In order to obtain a ba is for eompari on, t he data arc plotted 
,,-ith the ratio of tu rbulent to laminar flame speed ST/SL 
against longitudinal velocit~· fluctuation in tensity , lu 2• 
Thr turbulent fl ame speeds measured in a Yfache (nozzle) 
type burner (ref. 4) , a Bunsen burner (ref. 8), and a flam e 
tube (ref. 9) fall above those measured b~r the free-flame 
method in reference 14 and 22 and in the present investiga-
tion. It should be noted t hat the ST/SL data from the 
present investigation are plotted against thr longi tud inal 
velocity fluct uation intensity, which includes the contribu-
tions from both turbulence and sound. A better agreement 
with the data of other investigations could be obtained by 
plotting the ratio ST/SL against the velocity fluctuation in-
trnsity ~u~ due to turbulence alone . This procedure is 
qurstionable, since the sound velocity flu ctuations may 
haY(' an appreciable effect on turbulent flam e speed when 
coupled with turbulence, and also because the magnitude of 
th£' sound field in the other investigations i unknown. 
The abscis as of figure 26 may be convert£'d to turbulence 
intensity by the use of equation (3) and the data of table II . 
The effect of fuel-air ratio on turbulent flame speed of free 
flames is shown in figure 27, in which the data from the free-
flame experiment reported in reference 22 are compared with 
those of the pre ent investigation. The data from the presen t 
investigation shown in figure 27 were taken 15.2 to 16.2 
inches downstream of the 0.125-inch-diameter-wi.re by 0.625-
inch-mesh grid, while the data from reference 22 were taken 
14 to 18 inches downs tream of a 0.125-inch-diameter-wire b~' 
0.500-inch-mesh grid. The arid sizes and axial distances are 
close enough so that the turbulence scales were roughly eq ual. 
Because of a large difi"erence in stream velocity, the two sets 
of data were taken under widely differen t velocity fluctuation 
in tensities. Bot.h sets of data show a general trend of de-
creasing turbulent- to laminar-flame-speed ra tio in the lean 
and rich fuel-air-ratio regions. The con iderable deviation 
from mean values exhibited by the data of reference 22 sub-
stantiates the statistical deviation of turbulent flame speed 
noted in the present investigation. 
COMPARISON OF D ATA WIT H VARIO US T H EO RI ES 
The current prevailing concept of turbulent flame propaga-
tion is based on references 25 a nd 26 , wher ein the proposals 
are made that (1) small-scale tUl"bulence (of the order of the 
flame-fron t thickness) increases the local flame propagation 
rate because of increased diffusion rates, and (2) large-scale 
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t urbulence i.ncreases the over-all flame propagation rate by 
wrinkling the flame with attendant increased flame-fron t area. 
Although it is well known that a turbulent field contains a 
statis tical distribution of eddy sizes, the complexity of the 
problem has dictated the assumption of either the large- or 
small-scale case . 
The basic concept proposed by helkin (ref. 26) for the 
large-scale case is that the wrinkling of the flame front might 
be approximated by cones having a base proportional to the 
turbulence scale and a height proportional to the turbulence 
intensity. This concep t has been supported experimentall.v 
by Hottel and coworkers in reference 1. 
TUl"bulent flame speeds measured in flames stabilized on 
bluff bodies in high-velocity fuel-air streams led Scurlock and 
coworkers to postulate the concept of flame-generated turbu-
lence (refs. 6 and 7) . Theoretical analyses to account for 
flame-generated tUl"bulence were proposed by Karlovitz and 
coworkers (ref. 2) and by Scurlock and Grover (ref. 11), but 
neither analysis conforms to all existing experimental data. 
A recent analysis by Tucker (ref. 27 ) predicts tha t li ttle, if 
any, turbulence would be generated by free flames with small 
sUl"face deformations. 
ince the Shelkin equation is not only of historical interes t 
but is also used as a basis for the Scurlock-Grover theory, 
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the data of the present investigation arc compared with the 
Shelkin equation in figure 28, wb erein the ratio ST/SL is 
plott('d as a fun ctio n of longitudinal velocity fluctua tion 
iJl tellsi(,y for foUl' cumlii aLive probabilities. The data include 
llame speeds measured wi th each of the three turbulence-
gellerating grids and are all for the COllstant fuel-air w(·.igltt 
ratio of 0.07 (figs. 23 I1llll25 ). The Sltelkin equat ion was cor-
related with Lhe data at each value of cumulative probahiliLY 
by the method .of least sq1lare. This correlation was accom-
plished by determining the cOllstaut B ill t he Shelkill eq uation 
(to) 
The value of the cOllstan t B was estimated to be unity by 
Sbelkin but varies from 0.867 for the cumulative probability 
of 2 perce nt to 0.220 for the cumulative probabili ty of 80 
percent. The value of the cOllstant B is shown in figure 28 
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2.4 
for each of the cumul ative probabilities. The data scatter 
about the Shelkin equation but show some agreement with 
the Shelkiu theory . A curve plotted through the data ob-
tained wi th the 0.125-inch-diameter-wirn grid does not follow 
the shape of tJle Shdkill Cllrve, how('ver. 
The t lworetieuJ expression for t urbul ent flame speed pre-
sented by Tucker in referellce 27 was ohtaillcd by a wave 
analysis of the effect of fl. low-in tellsity turbulen L field on an 
infinitesimally thin flame front having convolu tions, or wrin-
Ides, of low slope. The final equation shows no effect of 
turbulence correlation coeffi eicnt and is, ill tlte preseJlt 
itO ta tioll, 
( 11 ) 
where OCT) is a fUllction of the ratio T= T~·/ l'a . The analys is 
includes the assumption that thr second-order terms (1J}/SiY 
are negligible, that the fl ame temperature and laminar £lame 
speed are dependent only on fuel-air ratio , and that Lhe diffu-
sive action of turbulence is negligible. 
In order to obtain a compari on with the present data, the 
Tucker analysis wa extrapolated well beyond its intellCl ed 
limit of the ratio (U2/SL ) . The data of the present investiga-
tion compare well with the Tucker analy is in the region 
of low velocity fluctuation intensity, as shown in figure 29, 
but fall below the theory in the higher-intensity range, where 
the theory cannot be expected to hold. A further comparison 
of the turbulent-flame-speed data with the Tucker analysis 
i made in figUl'e 30, wherein Lhe ratio ST/SL is plotted 
against fuel-air weight ratio . These data are for each of the 
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Lhree turbulence-generating gri<.ls an<.l were Lakcn at the same 
meall strcam velocity . The <.lata in each figure fall below 
the theory, but, with the exception of the enclosed-tunnel 
data (fig. 30(a), fuel-air ratio , 0.045), follow the general 
t rend of the Tucker analysis in the upper portion of the 
cumulative probabili ty band. The e data suggest that the 
analysis might be taken as the limiting value of turbulent 
flame speed for the turbulence conditions specified in the 
figures. 
The turbulent-flame-speed data are also compared with 
the Scurlock-Grover analysis (ref. 11) in figures 29 and 30. 
This analysis assumes that the flames proceed locally at the 
laminar rate SL, but that the over-all flame speed ST is 
increased because of flame-front wrinkling caused by tur-
bulence. The geometrical model is similar to Shelkin's, 
except that the wrinkle height is assumed to be positively 
affected by turbulent motion and negatively affected by 
local flame propagation. The analysis also account for 
flame-generated turbulence caused by velocity and density 
gradients across the flame front. 
Flame-generated turbulence has been neglected in a 
modified Scurlock-Grover analysis, which was used in the 
present investigation and is discussed in appendix D. The 
measured correlation coefficients, as shown in figure 13, were 
used in the analysis, in contrast to the exponential forms 
assumed in the Scurlock-Grover report (ref. 11) and the 
comparison with free-flame data made in r eference 22. The 
analysis predicted that the turb ulent flame speed had lloL 
yet reached its full value at the axial stations of mef1Slll'e-
ment (x=15.2 and 16.2 in.) . Therefore, values of ST/SL 
were calculated from the theory for flame-growth times 
corresponding to both stations and arc shown in figures 29 
and 30. 
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The data of the present investigation fall below the values 
of ST/SL predicted by the modified curlock-Grover analysis. 
The data follow the Scurlock-Grover analysis more closely 
for the largest turbulence scale (fig. 30(a)), and the agreement 
becomes progressively worse as the turbulence scale becomes 
smaller (figs. 30(b) and (c)) . T his type of relation may be 
cl ue to an increasing cliffu ive action of the turbulence as the 
scale becomes smaller, as discussed previously ill this section. 
The data agree somewhat better with the Scurlock-Grover 
a naly is than with the T ucker theory in the extremes of the 
lean and rich fuel-air-ratio regions. This probably is due to 
Lhe illcreasing .JVJ./SL in those regiolls that tend to exceed 
t he limits of the assumptions made in the Tu ck('L" a nalysis 
cl iscussed in a preceding paragraph. 
In summary, values from both the Tucker and the 
curlock-Grover analysis seem to form an upper limit to t he 
data of the present investigation, except in the extremes of 
the lean and rich fuel-air-ratio regions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the results of the investigation, the followillg conclu-
sions are made : 
1. T he propagation rate of a free Harne in a turbulellt field 
with intense random sound velocity fluctuations is a statis-
Lical variable having a probability of occurrence band 
bounded by a zero propagation rate and possibly an upper 
propagation rate well above the laminar flame speed . 
2. The propagation rate of a free turbulent flame is 
ub tantially less than those previou ly measured for sta-
b ilized flames. 
3. T he tati tical pread of free-flame propagation rates 
is markedly wider in both the lean and rich fuel-air-ratio 
reglOn . 
4. Values calculated from the Tucker analysis for free-
flame propagation rate apparently form an upper limit for 
the tati tical spread of free-Harne propagation rates in the 
reglOn where the velocity fluctuation inten ity i low. 
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APPENDIX A 
SYM BOLS 
A 
.If 
H 
(J 
D 
d 
E 
.JEt 
F 
f 
!/ 
t 
K 
L, 
Lg 
.2 
N 
n 
R 
f!! 
7' 
S 
SPL 
T 
t 
U 
u 
v,w 
X 
('l'oss-se(;tiollal urea 
smoo ll lCd tim e-average s llrface a rea oJ {,ul'vulelJ{, 
fl ume 
('oll sLunL ill Itelkin eq uaLioll 
('onstall t 
t.urvulellL diffusion coeffi. cient, (1 ft./se(; 
wire diam eLel' of LlIl'bulellce-pl'odlwing grid , iu . 
d-c voltage, V 
n ns of a-e eomplex wuve volLage, v 
longit.udinal energy- pedrum density fUlW{'ioll , ec 
longi tudinal double-velocity correla tion coefficiell t 
lateral double-velocity correlation coefficient 
hot-wire curreilt at stream condi tions, amp 
gain of decade amplifier 
longitudinal scale of turbulen ce, in. 
lateral scale of turbulence, in. 
L agrangian scale of turbulence, in. 
number of fl ame globules 
frequency, cps 
gas cons tan t 
Lagrangian double-velocity correlation coeffi cien t 
radial distance from tunnel axis, in. 
flame sp eed, f t /sec 
sound pressure level, db 
temperature, oR 
time, sec 
m ean stream veloci ty , ft/sec 
longitudinal velocity fluctuation , it/sec 
lateral velocity fluctuations, it/sec 
fluid par ticle displacement due to turbulen t motion, 
f t 
.c disLu tl(;e downstream of turoulence-produ (;ing grid , 
Ill . 
y disLallee from LUlllH'1 wull , ill. 
a angle, 'deg 
f3 power vaud wid LIt of wave ullaly;w r , (;P S 
o flame-fron L thi cknesfl, f t 
I; spatial separaLion of velocity vectors comprising 
correlation coeffi cien t , in. 
p dell iLy, lb/cu it 
(f one s tandard d eviation 
T ratio of flame tempera Lure 1,0 unburned-gas tempem-
ture, T/"/ Ta 
'P eq uivalence ratio , fu el-ail' ra tio/s toichiometric fu el-air 
ra tio 
n ho t-wire resis tance a t stream condiLion , ohms 
Subscripts: 
a ambient, 01' approach s tream 
F flame 
f per taining to correlation coeffi cien t f 
fI per taining to correla t ion coefficient g 
L laminar 
n pertaining to a frequency in terval 
o no-flow condition in anemometry, or r eference point 
in space or time double-veloci ty correlation 
coefficien ts 
P pertaining to number of flames of a given radius or 
greater 
8 sound 
T t urbulen t 
total , or time 
at a distance I; from zero position 
APPENDIX B 
TURBULENCE AND SOUND INSTRUMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Turbulent fields are gen erally defined by the two param-
eters in tensity and correlation coefficient. The turbulence 
intensity is defined as the rms value of the tmbulent velocity 
fluctuations .,/ ':(;,2 ..fJz and ~W2 . The double-velocity corre-, , 
lation coefficien t may be r epresen ted by a second-order 
Lensor which fo r a homogeneous, isotropic fi eld of tmbulence 
can be reduced to two components as shown in r eference 28. 
These LWO components are the longitudinal and lateral 
do uble-velocity correla tion coeffi cients defined as follows: 
Longitudinal: (4) 
Lateral: (4a) 
wheref and g are the longi tudinal and the la teral correlation 
co&ficients, respectively, u is turbulen t velocity fluctuation, 
I; is the spatial separation between the points of m easure-
m ent of the u , and the bar signifies a long time average. 
Longitudinal and lateral t urbulence scales have been 
defined by the relations 
L,= i'" f d~ 
L,= i'" g d~ 
(5) 
(5a) 
----~ 
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These scales are intended to represent a meall turuulent 
eddy size, and for homogeneous, isotropic turbulence may 
be related through the equation (ref. 28) 
(Bla) 
which, by integration, becomes 
(BIb) 
For the commonlyobservedexponentia,l form of f=exp (- L)' 
equlttion (B1 b) becomes 
en ] c) 
Taylor has shown (ref. 29) that the one-dimensional turbu-
lence energy spectral density function F is the Fourir(" 
tmnsform of the longi turlinal correlation coefficien t f 
Soundproofing 
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where F is definerl by the relations 
u 2= In'" u~ F dn 
n.nd 
where u 2 represen ts Lhe total kincLic enrrgy in the longiturlinn.! 
direction, ancl u~ represent the kinetic energy contained in 
the frequency interval n to n+dn. 
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETRY 
The constant-temperature hot-wire anemometry equip-
ment is shown diagrammatically in figure 31, and for the 
most part has been described in references 16 and 30. The 
equation relating the rms voltage ..j Ei measured by the 
average square computer to the turbulence inten ity ha 
been discussed in reference 16 and i as follows: 
,~ 4iU 'E2 
-yu (2K) n(i2-i~) -y t (B3) 
The spectrum density fUllction F was measured from the 
tape-recorder playback signal by the following equatioll 
which is given in reference 16: 
(B4) 
where E~ is the quare of the rms voltage reading of the 
wave analyzer. 
The double-velocity correlation coefficientjwas determin ed 
from n. rlouble-channel magnetic-tape recording of the 
p------------to Playback 
,.------::;=---=_ ..-1 ® :~~ ~~@ 
Double Narrow-bond 
correlation wove analyzer 
compu ter 
FIOURF. 31.- Hot-wire anemomC't.C'r and auxiliary instrumental ion. 
illstantn.neous volLagr signal from the hot-wire anrmomrtrr. 
The double-channrl tape' was played back into a doul>lr 
correlation computer which electronically performed the 
instantaneous multiplication of velocity fluctuations indi-
cated in equation (4). The variable separation ~ between 
velocity vectors was attained by the use of a movable and a 
fixed playback head. The separation ~ between the velociLy 
vectors was equal to the separation between the head 
multiplied by the ratio of the stream velocity to the tape 
speed. The equivalence of the correlation coefficient 
measured by this method and by the two-probe method was 
proven a a part of a re earch program reported in reference 
31. 
sou D-FIELD INSTRUME TATION 
The sound instrumen tation consisted of a talldard 
microphone and sound-levd meter from which sound-pressure 
level could be determin -d. The microphone signal was al 0 
impressed on the wave analyzer to obtain the sound kinetic 
energy spectrum through equation (B4). The relation 
between sound pres ure level SPL and sound velocity 
fluctuations 
waves) as 
i4 is given in reference 32 (for simple harmonic 
(B5) 
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APPENDIX C 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER INSTRUMENTATION 
RELATION BETWEEN FLAME LIGHT INTENSITY AND FLAME SPEED 
Assumptions.- The conditions assumed in r elating flame 
light intensity as indicated by the voltage output of a 
photomultiplier tube to the surface area of a flame arc 
treated in reference 33. They may be ummarized as 
follows: 
(1) It is postulated that, if a point source of light is in-
creased to a finite size but the dist1.nce from the light source 
to the detector is constant and large in comparison with tbe 
maximum dimension of the flame, the ligh t flux impinging 
on the detector will obey the inverse sq uat'e law. nder this 
condition, a change in the surface '11'ea of the flame will pro-
duce an approximately linear change in the flux intensity 
t'C'gistered by the detector. 
(2) The fl ame must consist of a homogeneous clo\l(1 of 
nonabsorbing emitters. 
If the propagation of a free-flame globule moving in a gas 
stream at stream velocity is observed by a detector through 
a long sli t placed axially with respect to globule travel, some 
additional requirements arc: 
(3) The detector must have an es entially flat light response 
over the entire field of view. 
(4) The sli t must be narrow enough in relation to flame-
globule diamrtcl' to approximate a diameter of the projecteel 
spheroid. 
(5) The flame-globule center must not suffer any apprrci-
able radial displacement from the tunnel centerline. 
(6) The flame globule must not have a preferential growth 
direction. 
(7) The flame temperature must be constant for all the 
flame globules. 
Conditions (1) and (4) were met by suitable placement and 
dimensioning of the apparatus. For condition (3), it wa 
determined that the photomultiplier unit had a maximum 
light response error of 5 percent over the total light accept-
ance angle. Photographic evidence obtained in the pre-
liminary phase of the investigation indicated satisfactory 
fulfillment of requirements (5) and (6). Assumption (7) 
has been previously treated in the section MEASUREMEN'l'S 
OF PRESENT INVESTIGATION. 
Description of apparatus.- A 931A-type photomultiplier 
having an adjustable-plate voltage power supply was 
mounted in a light-tight box behind a 0.25-inch-diameter 
aperture. This detector unit was positioned in an enclosed 
tunnel 4 feet from the free-jet stub tunnel, as shown in 
figure 5. The detector aperture was centrally located with 
respect to the slit in the machined aluminum plate, which 
replaced an upper portion of one lVall of the stub tlmnel. 
Th e voltage output of the photomultipliC'l' was amplified 
and fed to an osC'illoscope. OscillogL'~ms were taken by 
high-speed, continuous motion-picture technique. 
Oscillograms.-As shown in figure 20, the oscillograph 
trace of the ignition and growth of a single flame consists of 
(wo portions, a spark light ampli tude decay curve and a 
rlam C' light ampli tud.e growth curve whose slope at any poin t. 
is equal to the change of diameter of the flame globule wit-h 
t imC', governed by the considerations listed previously. 
Thi s slope 2dr/dt is proportional to turbulent flame specel 
S7' as given by equation (2). 
RELATION BETWEEN SPARK LIGHT INTENSITY AND SPARK CURRENT 
SLandring and Looms (ref. 34), using short-duration 
spl1rks produced. by 9, lightly damp ed oscillatory current, 
have sho'wn that the light emitted by a given spark gap 
depends on the elU'rent in the gap and its time variation. 
In order to determine the effect of a long-duration, direct-
current pulsed spark on the current-spark light relat,ion, an 
auxiliary investigation was undertaken in collaboration with 
Clyde O. Swett, Jr. The spark production and recording 
apparatus is fully described in reference 35. The photo-
multiplier detector appara tus was as described. previously 
except that the detector unit was mounted at one end of a 
rectangular tube 2 feet in length. The field of view of the 
photomultiplier tube was limited by a 0.0625- by 2-ineh 
aperture in the other end of the tube. A Polaroid Land 
Camera was used to make oscillograms. 
A series of oscillograms was taken of sparks ignited in still 
air and in an airstream having a velocity of 50 feet per second. 
Spark duration was lJ bout 600 microseconds, spark energy 
was of the order of 17 millijoules, and peak spark current 
approximated 0.23 amperes. A comparison of spark light 
amplitude-time curves with the current-time curves obtained 
in the apparatus designed by Swett showed a marked simi-
larity of shape between the sets. It was concluded from this 
information that, at least for a first-order approximation, 
spark light intensity was roughly proportional to spark 
current. 
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APPENDIX D 
CALCULATION OF FLAME SPEED FROM SCURLOCK-GROVER ANALYSIS 
The basic equation in the Scurlock-Grover theory (ref. 11) 
is obtained by assuming that the increase of flame speed is 
due to the wrinkling of the flame front in the form of right 
circular cone , so that 
(Dl) 
where ..jX2/L; is assumed proportional to the ratio of cone 
height to base diameter and 01=4 i a con tanto The mean 
squ8,re particle displacement is assumec1 to depend on three 
eA'ects: 
(1) Turbulent mixing, which increases the flame-front area 
(2) Laminar flame propagation, which decreases the flame-
fron t area 
(3) Flamc-generat,erl turbulence, which inCl'C'ase the tur-
bulent mixing 
The first effect on X2 is given by 
(D2) 
where !Jl is the Lagrangian correlation coefficient and gl is 
the Eulerian correlation coefficient. The second f'ffect is 
given by 
(D 3) 
where 02=X is a constant. The combination of the first 
two effects is then 
(D4) 
Since the Lagrangian correlation coefficient cannot be meas-
ured directly, Scurlock and Grover assumed it to be of the 
form given in reference 15: 
( #t) fjf=exp - if (D5) 
where 2 is the Lagrangian scale of tW'bulence and was as-
sumed to be equal to ~ Lg. In the pre ent analysis, fl was 
assumed to be related to j through the independent variable 
transformation pO.6 ~ t (ref. 36) . Isotropy was as-
sumed, so that 9 was obtained from j through the relation 
(ref. 28) 
(D6) 
The correlation coefficient gl was then obtained from the inde-
pendent variable transformation ~=SLt. The turbulence 
scale Lg was calculated by matching the curve exp (-~/Lg), 
{J=e-~/L" In (J=Lg ~ to the {J plot previollsly calculatf'cI 
from.! by equation (D6). 
All integrations and differentiations were done gmphically, 
and the calculation procedure followed the following order: 
(1) Calculate (J from equation (D6). 
(2) Transform.!(~) to fl[~/ (O.6Gz)] 
(3) Transform g(~) to (fl (~/SL)' 
(4) Calc\llate 
(5) Calculate 
- [rl (dXl.) JI/2 
..jX:}.= Jo "rrf dt 
(6) Calculate 
d Xi SL{[ (..jXi)2JI /2} ~=4 1+ 4 4 -1 
(7) Calculate 
( ) Calculate 
,= i M (d 'X2) 
-V X2= _-V_ dt 
o dt 
(9) Calculate 
As mentioned in th e DI CION ction, flame-gener-
ated turbulenc ha been assumed negligible, and the final 
form of the Scmlock-Grover theoretical equation is as given 
previously. 
l 
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